Abstract: ChatBot can be delineated as programming that can converse with people using man-made intellectual prowess. These item are used to perform assignments, for instance, quickly responding to customers, exhorting them, helping with purchasing things and offering better help to customers. At this moment, present the general working norm and the fundamental thoughts of man-made cognizance based chatbots and related thoughts similarly as their applications in various portions, for instance, media transmission, banking, prosperity, customer call centers and web business. Additionally, the outcomes of a model chatbot for trees is been made by using the proposed building. We are using it for informative motivation to comprehend the quires of customers. Chatbots are programs that copy human conversation using Artificial Intelligence (AI). It is planned to be a conclusive remote assistant, begulement reason, helping one to complete endeavors stretching out from reacting to questions, getting the rates to the movement of plants. Chatbot has gotten progressively standard in business packs right now as they can diminish customer care cost and handles various customers consistently. Be that as it may, yet to accomplish various tasks there is need to make chatbots as powerful as could sensibly be normal. At the present time give the structure of a chatbot, which gives a capable and precise reaction for any request reliant on the dataset of FAQs using Artificial Intelligence Markup Language (AIML) and Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA). Format based and general requests like welcome/welcome and general requests will be responded using AIML and other help based requests uses LSA to give responses at whatever point that will serve customer satisfaction.

INTRODUCTION
It was represented that 65% of the complete people live in countries where strength and overweight butchers a greater number of people than underweight. Strength and overweight are the fifth driving threat for overall passings anyway heaviness is preventable [1]. Strong people are at extended risk of various authentic prosperity conditions appeared differently in relation to commonplace or sound people[2]. Strength and overweight not simply increase the risk of various steady ailments, yet show some unassuming improvement in US, UK, Canada, Italy, South Korea and Spain also[3, 4]. Eight out of the ten driving purposes behind death in Taiwan are connected with heaviness [5]. Heaviness appears, apparently, to be connected with extended cardiovascular mortality and extended mortality from specific sorts of cancer[6], anyway weight decrease shows the improvement in various mortality danger factors.

The examination objective was to develop an answer called "Astute Wireless Interactive Healthcare System" (SWITCHes) to support data social event and transmission in a ceaseless manner to web server guaranteed by encryption for extra assessment of data extraction. SWITCHes is involved two essential parts: an insightful electronic dashboard and a PDA application. A man-made mental ability (AI)-filled prosperity chatbot lives inside SWITCHes application. The SWITCHes-based clinical starter is set to be done in the wake of securing Institutional Review Board (IRB) underwriting. This paper presents a chart of progress and execution of SWITCHes. which is characterize to accomplish the goals of diminishing the human administrations spending, grant the early disclosure, assurance similarly as treatment, and improve clinical outcome[8, 9]. mHealth application can be viewed as a wide showing up at approach, which can associate with much more customers who need the clinical gathering or treatment all through the nation or remote domains, if appropriately organized.

METHODOLOGY
Altered prosperity the board requires open care about organization strategies of self-watching, selfappraisal, and self-organization, at long last clearing a way to deal with even more favorable intercessions and better patient–clinician interactions.1 A key engaging specialist shows limitation made prosperity data, controlled in extraordinary part by the advancement in wearable devices including sharp watches and other Internet-ofThings (IoT) for prosperity following (http://bit.ly/clever wearables). These GPS reference points give "low-level" checking signals showing prosperity conditions, for instance, rest apnea and heart beat issue. Regardless, to comprehend IoT data, it is fundamental that we make scholarly strategies where they mine, interlink, and special diverse IoT data.

EXISTING SYSTEM
World Health Organization (WHO) reports that, the ensuing noteworthy purpose behind death is infection. Life of people who have threat is overpowering. Their heart is accessible to each and every negative feeling like shock, fear, debilitation, fault, shortcoming, etc. People around them are in like manner feeling that its difficult to adjust to it. They require consistent assistance to discuss their issues with and to give them genuine information. This paper familiarizes a potential plan with give them what they are searching for-a chatbot. The proposed chatbot is a harm chatbot arranged unmistakably for people overseeing sickness. People can get some data about everything no matter what about harmful development appearances, meds, perseverance, and so on. The bot is set up by information accumulated from various threat social affairs which have a wide extent of information about ailment. Sentiment
assessment is used to recognize the perspective of the customers with the objective that the bot can give a human-like direct and comfort them.

**SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE**

We are making a structure with the help of man-made cognizance and AI, our system relies upon the online business, Each customer needs to login to the structure to use it, we are giving a chatbot to shopping assist which with willing perform movement like a booking, thing information, cost, etc we making a clever structure that will licenses customer to get by and large information of thing and get proper assistance with shopping.

![Architecture Diagram](image)

**Advantages of Proposed System**

**User friendly:** Ease of utilization is the comfort and learnability of a human-made article, for instance, a mechanical assembly or contraption. In programming building, comfort is how much an item can be used by demonstrated clients to achieve estimated focuses with practicality, viability, and satisfaction in an assessed setting of usage.

**Reliable:** It is a sub-request of structures constructing that anxieties faithfulness in the lifecycle the administrators of a thing. Reliability, or enduring quality, delineates the limit of a system or fragment to work under communicated conditions for a foreordained time span.

**Scalable:** It is the property of a structure to manage a creating proportion of work by adding resources for the system. In a budgetary setting, a flexible strategy induces that an association can grow bargains given extended resources.

**Centralized management system:** Centralized organization is the definitive structure where a little bundle of individuals choose most of the decisions in an association. For example, a little family burger joint controlled by a married couple apparently uses concentrated organization.

**Algorithm**

- Start
- Sign up / Sign In
- If User asked the question
  - Then answer appropriate
  - Else take no action.
- If user is not able to book product
  - Then He/she can get error msg.
  - Else successfully done msg should display
- End

**CONCLUSION**

It set up that the front line chatbots perform at an incredibly selective necessity to give a strong response to customers appeared differently in relation to the standard chatbots. Not at all like existing chatbots which focused on various spaces of e-commerce. This is the most intelligent response for people who are busy with their action plans.
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